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Background: To determine the impact of introducing a new non-invasive diagnostic modality, fractional flow reserve based on CTA 
(FFRCT) into clinical practice, with respect to radiation dose exposure and downstream event rate. These factors will be evaluated in 
symptomatic patients being investigated for suspected CAD and compared to five other diagnostic modalities.
methods: We modeled a population of 100 patients with suspected CAD with intermediate disease burden (34%) distributed in three 
risk profile categories: 50% low (0-20% probability), 40% moderate (20-80% probability), 10% high risk (80% probability). Six pathways 
were modeled based on the initial diagnostic study: (1) exercise treadmill; (2) Dobutamine Echo; (3) SPECT; (4) coronary CTA; (5) CTA + 
FFRCT, and (6) direct angiography (ICA). Patients with positive non-invasive tests were assigned to undergo ICA with re-vascularization 
dependent on the presence of anatomic stenosis. Diagnostic performance characteristics, radiation dose estimates and event rates were 
based on the published literature.
results: The results illustrate that the CTA+FFRCT pathway resulted in a significant reduction in radiation exposure compared to SPECT, 
CTA alone and ICA and a significant reduction in estimated death/MI rate at 1 year relative to all five comparison pathways.
conclusion: This modeling suggests that integration of FFRCT into the clinical pathway may result in reduced cumulative radiation 
exposure, while promoting favorable clinical outcomes.
